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Best Practices in Waste Fleet Management
Savvy waste fleet managers are leveraging onboard computing systems to dramatically 
improve service efficiencies, gain better visibility into fleet and business operations, boost 
customer service and ensure a significant reduction in resource requirements.
n By Martin Demers

Waste and recycling fleet management encompasses trucks, drivers, 
carts and bins, residences and commercial customers, dispatch 
and back-office operations. Making it all work together efficiently, 
effectively and transparently is a huge undertaking that has a big 
impact on the bottom line.

We are privileged to work with waste and recycling organizations throughout 
North America that have implemented progressive fleet management 
approaches for measurably positive outcomes. Some of these have, in our view, 
done this so well that they have effectively established best practices. We would 
like to share these with you.

Communicate in Real-Time 
Located in southwestern Ontario, Canada, the Bluewater Recycling 

Association (BRA) is a unique rural based non-profit organizational that 
manages recycling efforts for 20 municipalities. Bluewater services some 
150,000 people in 70,000 households and is one of the largest multi-material 
resource management municipal cooperative organizations in Canada. 

Bluewater understood that keeping drivers and vehicles constantly 
connected to the back-office is essential to fleet operations excellence. 
Management wanted to make sure that both its drivers and its back-office 
team had real-time communications capabilities. To outfit their vehicles 
with the most up-to-date technologies, they deployed a flat screen 
onboard computing (OBC) system as an interactive command center to 
provide a single point of interface for the driver, truck, back-office and 
all communications. This featured a high-quality touch screen display, 
real-time video and audio functionality, flexible interfaces that ensure 
easy interaction with the control system, and a lightweight design for the 
toughest environments. 

As a result, Bluewater now features real-time remote connectivity 
between their back office and vehicles with a solution that is easy for 
drivers to use.  Bluewater knows where their trucks are, the status of routes 
and can respond to customer service issues in immediate timeframes.

How the truck and various OBC capabilities work together. 
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Be as Safe as Possible 
Based in Dover, OH, Kimble Recycling & Disposal (formerly J&J 

Refuse) is one of the largest independently-owned refuse carriers in Ohio. 
Safety is a top priority for them. 

Kimble deployed an OBC so that managers would have a clear view 
into all driving activity to mitigate potentially unsafe driving habits 
and to respond more effectively to complaints from the general public. 
All departments now have access to centralized fleet safety data for a 
completely transparent representation of the fleet’s safety performance. 
Using fleet mapping features, Kimble managers can further reconstruct 
the route taken by a driver on any given day, verify any deviations or 
unscheduled side trips, and view alarm criteria such as exceeding a 
specified speed limit. 

As a result, Kimble can now determine how their vehicles are being 
handled, monitor driver speed in relation to speed limits and plot locations 
of alarm occurrences. Built-in cameras also provided added safety features 
for drivers by giving them greater visibility when backing up. 

Keep Real-Time Tabs on Your Customers
Kimble also understood that knowledge is power when dealing with 

the inevitable customer service issues and inquiries. The company’s 
management knew technology could give them an unparalleled view into 
all aspects of a vehicle’s daily route and activity. Kimble further uses their 
OBC to verify each vehicle’s stops, its real-time location and progress, 
and whether or not the driver will need help to complete his route on a 
timely basis.

The OBC system records time stamps of events such as gate crossings, 
when a customer was serviced, the duration of the service stop, the timing 
of the delivery to the landfill or transfer station, and any downtime periods 
for breaks or lunch. It also records any stops that were not serviced, the 
reason for this and, if required, photo evidence of why the driver was 
unable to complete the service call for issues such as blocked access or 

other impediments. As a result, with real-time service verification and 
complete visibility into driver and truck activity, Kimble customers get 
second to none service delivery and response times. 

Optimize Your Maintenance Procedures
An Indiana-based provider of garbage collection, recycling and solid waste 

disposal solutions for homes, businesses and government entities realized that 
fleet maintenance was essential to overall fleet management. They determined 
that their processes for preventive and repair maintenance were inefficient 
and inconsistent, and that they would need to dedicate more effort toward 
maintaining their fleet in a peak operational state.  

Management decided to implement an OBC with real-time diagnostic 
capabilities and reporting, and further dedicated a repair technician to work 
closely with the vehicles and the OBC vendor to ensure familiarity with all 
aspects of fleet maintenance to be able to rapidly diagnose any issues.

Additionally, the operations group implemented a post-route 
reporting system so that the maintenance department would have 
detailed and real-time visibility into the status of every truck. A 
dedicated computer monitor tracks each vehicle’s current repairs and 
operational readiness.  As routes are activated for current day operations, 
a quick glance indicates which will have to be re-routed to a different 
vehicle. This allows routes to be deployed on active vehicles to ensure 
most efficient routing management.  

As a result, the municipal waste organization now has an OBC system 
reliability of approximately 98 percent for fleet maintenance, and a fleet 
that is always at optimal readiness for daily operations.

Reduce Unnecessary Fuel Consumption
Casella (Rutland, VT) provides solid waste, recycling and resource 

management services in seven Northeastern U.S. states. In keeping with 
their vision for company-wide operational innovation and excellence, 
Casella implemented a fleet management solution that would support 

Monitor vehicles for optimal performance.                              Top: Fleet mapping tracks vehicles and alarms.  
Bottom left: Alarms monitor driver behavior.  
Bottom right: Real-time positioning.



the company’s high standards for sustainability. Specifically, they wanted 
to deliver real environmental health benefits through the improved 
vehicle efficiencies.

Casella uses an OBC with driver direction features to optimize each 
truck’s routes to reduce time spent on the road and the number of engine 
hours per day. They further reduce the amount of fuel burned by the engine 
as it is being used with alarms to monitor and reduce idling, identify 
fuel-intensive driving patterns and collect ECM codes so that engines 
can be repaired before problems escalate. Driver direction features also 
provide automatic driving directions to the driver, and will automatically 
re-calculate the route when a driver selects an out-of-sequence manual 
stop. This ensures that each route is optimized for time and distance, 
and reduced overall mileage. Fleet mapping and monitoring tools allow 
Casella fleet managers to work more proactively with drivers to ensure 
best practices driving behavior for peak fuel efficiencies.

As a result, Casella now supports leaner and greener fleets by optimizing 
each truck’s routes to reduce time spent on the road and the number of engine 
hours per day, reducing the amount of fuel burned by an estimated five percent, 
and by identifying inefficient driving patterns and vehicle maintenance issues 
for immediate resolution. 

Optimize Your Billing Processes
California Waste Recovery Systems (Cal-Waste) (Woodbridge, CA) is a 

privately owned, full service waste removal company providing commercial, 
industrial and residential collection services for over 80 years in Northern 
California’s Greater San Joaquin and Sacramento County areas.  

Cal-Waste determined that billing inefficiencies were impacting their 
bottom line. They wanted to be able to bill their roll-off invoicing the 
next day by reducing the time required to get data from the field, enter it 
into the back office, and then process it through the billing process.

Seeking to better harness leading technologies to improve efficiencies, 
the management team deployed an OBC system for their roll-off service 
fleet with a billing reporting system and interactive real-time fleet mapping 
solution that interfaced directly into their existing i-Pak back office system. 

As a result, daily billing information is now sent immediately after 
completion of the call from the field. Billing information is verified for 
any exceptions, and billing takes place the next morning and, in most 
cases, invoices are in the mail that same day. Better reporting capabilities 
made it easy to identify accounts that were underpriced, as well as 

simplify driver and route comparisons for productions, time, miles and 
more. Landfill invoice reconciliation became much easier and faster as the 
driver was able to enter the dump location, commodity, tons, etc.  This 
has virtually eliminated mistakes, and invoice turn-around for approval is 
now much faster.

Boost Operational Efficiencies
U-Pak Disposals (Etobiocoke, ON) is a leading recycling services 

provider in the Greater Toronto and Southern Ontario area. U-Pak needed 
technology solutions to counter their labor-intensive data processes. In 
particular they wanted to reduce staffing requirements by streamlining 
the daily data entry and process of getting daily calls to the driver. The 
current system of data entry for service tickets and disposal information, 
and tracking turn times, was simply too time consuming. U-Pak deployed 
an OBC to automate common processes and reduce the requirement for 
manual interventions. As a result, U-Pak reduced their data entry time 
requirements by 80 percent from 10 minutes per route in roll off to less 
than two minutes, with real-time direct entry from the driver. 

In Closing
Fleet management OBC systems have come a long way in the past 

decade. As demonstrated by the above examples, these technologies 
are on the rise and are field-proven to deliver compelling bottom-line 
and operational benefits to waste fleets. These systems typically include 
capabilities for driver display, driver direction, fleet mapping, detailed 
reporting, automatic service verification, cart management, safety 
features, wireless communications and more. Savvy waste fleet managers 
are leveraging these to dramatically improve service efficiencies, gain 
better visibility into fleet and business operations, boost customer service 
and ensure a significant reduction in resource requirements. | WA
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